PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Emerging through the fog of COVID, I am happy to announce that the Foundation has
started the transition into elements of a “New Normal” where we are more committed,
better prepared, significantly stronger, and extremely focused on the mission, vision,
values, and guiding principles.
The "normal” we use to know does not exist. We realized in 2022 that creativity,
innovation, and forward thinking was necessary to pivot in the most appropriate direction.
Although it felt unnatural at the time, the Foundation Board Members, Committee
Members, and volunteers have shown a greater level of agility and flexibility in the way
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we look toward the future while maintaining focus on staying true to the mission, vision
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and cause. These efforts have ensured the Foundation’s support of the dream remains an
effort worth being a part of as we reaffirm our commitment to supporting the Airman Heritage Experience
including the Airman Heritage Museum, the Airman Heritage Training Complex, additional heritage-related
activities, and the Learning Center, coming soon to two locations on JBSA - Lackland and Port San Antonio.
The Foundation is focused on and passionate about preserving and honoring the history of enlisted Airmen and
Guardians, both past and present. These stories are singularly unique and as different as a fingerprint. We are
grateful for all those who have shared and continue to share their journeys with us. We want to continue to tell
these stories, share them, and celebrate these important moments. This is why we continue to ask each of you
to help us "Build the Dream."

FINANCIALS
INCOME
Direct Public Support
Indirect Public Support
Membership Dues
Dividends Earned
Paver Sales
Total Operating Income

$20,096
$529
$117,995
$5,553
$6,045
$150,218

EXPENSES
Contract Services
Operations
Marketing
Museum Maintenance

$28,628
$41,208
$84,732
$5,627

Total Expenses

$160,195

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL POSITION
Assets
$685,291
Liabilities & Equity $685,291

WWW.MYAIRMANMUSEUM.ORG
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PROGRAMS AND OUTREACH
The Program and Outreach Chair works year-round with the USAF Heritage Museum to provide educational
opportunities throughout the United States. Here are a few examples:
AETC 80th Anniversary Gala

The Great Texas Air Show

Foundation provided
uniforms for volunteers to
wear as conversation pieces
during the gala. Volunteers
were able to educate guests
about how uniforms evolved.

Volunteers showcased
uniforms over different
periods while mannequins
and artifacts were displayed
in the hangar at JBSA Randolph.

JBSA USAF 75th
Anniversary Celebration

Women in the Air Force
Event at Nellis AFB

Foundation worked with the
event committee to provide
the centerpiece of attention
during the celebration
through cultivated vignettes.

Volunteers wore women's Air
Force uniforms during a living
history presentation for the
Women in the Air Force
Association's annual reunion.

LEGACY PAVER PROGRAM
2022 officially welcomed new changes to the Foundation's Legacy Paver Program by
allowing donors the ability to choose new sizes and additional symbols to honor those
dear to them. Pavers can now be ordered in:
4” x 8″ with 3 lines of text and 14 characters per line
8” x 8” with 6 lines of text and 14 characters per line
8” x 8” with large company or unit logo, two (2) lines of text, 14 characters per line
12″ X 12″ with 9 lines of text and 19 characters per line
12″ X 12″ with a large company or unit logo, two (2) lines of text, 19 characters
per line
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